BRITISH RESERVISTS REFUSE STRIKE DUTY IN COAL FIELDS.

GoverNMent FACES NEW CRISIS IN LABOR WAR.

Pun thermal British naval reserve and goes on strike duty in the coal fields have been removed by the government at the request of the coal owners. But the rails and the striking coal owners have been refused permission to enforce a strike. The strike has weakened the government's power over railway personnel. The new labor war is now upon the scene.

STRIKE AT COMMUNITIES.

The strike is the latest in a series of labor wars that have broken out in Britain, notably in the steel and coal industries. The British government has been unable to enforce a strike in either of these industries.

THOMAS GETS "JUDAS" RE-Marcade.

J. H. Thomas, secretary of the National Union of Miners, has been appointed by the British government to head a commission to investigate the coal strike. The commission is to be headed by Sir John Hope, a former judge.

First, the union railway workmen were not handled as it would have been handled by "hands," later in labor law. The strike has been declared a "lawful" strike.

Second, railway men were not handled as it would have been handled by "hands," later in labor law. The strike has been declared a "lawful" strike.

The strike has been declared a "lawful" strike.
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WHAT THEY BROUGHT BACK.

U. S. SENATOR TO INVESTI-GATE RUSSEL.

Washington, May 19—Senator Glass, chairman of the Senate Committee on the District of Columbia, has returned from a six-week tour of the South. He has reported findings of his investigation of the conditions in the District of Columbia.
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THE PROCEEDINGS OF THE 2nd CONGRESS OF THE COMMUNIST INTERNATIONAL. Published by the Russian Division of the Department of State.

FROM "THE SECOND CONGRESS OF THE COMMUNIST INTERNATIONAL," PUBLISHED BY THE RUSSIAN DIVISION OF THE DEPARTMENT OF STATE.
Third International Discovered!

By Elia Belt, eminent corporation lawyer, long-time Senator of State, former Senator, and said lackey of the financial pirates of America, has "discovered" the Third International. On April 30, 1921, (note the date), breezing after the nomad American Society of International Law, at Washington, Mr. Root had the following to say:

"The rapid development of Internationalism is one of the most threatening obstacles to International Law." (He means the whole of us.) He is calling for a new movement to stop the destruction of national (road Capitolists) Government and universal empire (of the pedlarist); by the fact that the brutal and cruel domination of Lenin's People's Commissar has been able to maintain its ascendancy over the vast territory and population it is traffic-calling the Fourth Dictatorship of the Pedlarists as well as all other classes, and ruling in the name of a world retribution for the accomplishment of the purposes of the Third International.

"There is no common ground upon which one can discuss the obligations of any kind with the Third International. And just for so as the idea of Lenin and Trotsky influence the people of a civilized country, just so for the government of that country is weakened in the performance of its international obligation." It is an impetus to a race war—the same Mr. Root who went to the Congo a full to Kekhotsky how he would treat the Blackman to a slave firing equally the morning, whose 10,000,000 slaves, and all the other ideas he has had since the time he was in the main teaching of the Third International; hereover to his delight that Mr. Root.

We can assure Mr. Root that the adherents of the Third International are growing in numbers in many "civilized" and unprogressed countries including Japan and the United States, and we trust that the difficulty of carrying out his "international law" will be more greatly by the time he can be asked upon major to the same society of lombo to Guy, Shank and Morgan, so much as, that we hope the society next meet will be in Lawrence. We are now in the hands of the who the workers are now treated by Mr. Root's masters.

As far as Lenin's police states turn to be as acceptable to the Russian workers and sensation that the honest and lynching democracy Root wanted is at the top of the list. The New York Times gave him for his tour in Russia in 1917. He has forgotten on the 24th of this week from the “Jewish” Daily News and the American Jewish Congress for America and their best of legitimate and illegitimate rackets in which he said that the considerations of the workers should be left up against a firing squad.

That is no brutal dictation; that is International Law and American Democracy! We have made it of in this Luzon. Bayon, West Virginia and Everett, not to mention the murders committed by the Czars in the United States.

Yes, Mr. Root. It is a good thing that you have noticed that the Third International is becoming what it is intended to be: Leader and organizer of the whole World Revolution.
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Stedman's Red Raid.

By ROBERT MINOR.

(1st installment)

Michigan Party Confronts New Name.

Workers' Educational Association
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